How to Manifest by Knowing
the Holographic Nature of
Reality
Researcher Billy Carson says you can
manifest more if you understand how
reality works
Everyone wants to know how to better manifest. And although
there are many books, courses, and workshops that explain just
how to do it, there is one essential ingredient that we are
missing, says 4biddenknowledge founder and researcher Billy
Carson.
By discovering how integral fractals are to our universe,
Carson married this idea with another: The Holographic
Universe, made popular by the late Michael Talbot and came up
with some astounding findings that boil down to one thing…
We are walking, talking, living manifesting machines!
The equations, he says don’t lie!
You’ve GOT to hear what Carson has to say as it relates to why
billions of people though faithful in their prayer and
meditation practices, neglect to manifest what they are asking
for or desire.
This is part of our special Conscious Life Expo pre-expo
speaker series. Be sure to visit Conscious Life Expo to learn
more and to attend this special 4-day event!

And if you can’t attend – No Worries!
Take advantage of the amazing offer
below…

Stay tuned for more great interviews from Expo speakers, only
on Higher Journeys with Alexis Brooks!

If you haven’t already, be sure
to subscribe to Higher Journeys on
YouTube!
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